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• From past discoveries to the first nt candidate in   

OPERA

• Two applications of nuclear emulsion:

 Medical physics

Carbon fragmentation studies for cancer hadron-therapy

 Muon Radiography of volcanoes

• A “Dark Matter telescope”?



The discovery of the pion (1947)

Birth of 

“nuclear emulsion”

(sensitive to m.i.p.)

Collaboration with

industry: Ilford



“Charm” was born as “X-particle” (1971)
in a 500 h exposure of  a ~ 50 kg Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC) 

on a Jet Cargo Airplane



Direct observation 
production and decay of 

beauty particles 

WA75 at CERN 
Phys. Lett. 158B (1985) 186
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The first observation of the nt (2001)
in the DONUT experiment at Fermilab

One of the four events 

recorded in the 

Emulsion Cloud Chamber 

neutrino target  



The first nt “appearance” candidate (2010)

Candidate

nt interaction

and t decay from

nm nt oscillation



Nuclear emulsions and industry

 Pion discovery: close collaboration with Ilford for the 

development of “nuclear” emulsions

For many years: “gel” produced by industry, emulsion 

“pooring”  in labs

OPERA: close collaboration with Fuji for the ”industrial” 

production on a large scale (1.3 kton lead-emulsion target 

mass)

In the digital era industry abandons photographic films

→ new ways for emulsion  R&D  and production



What next: an old problem

From B. Kurtén, Our earliest ancestors, Columbia University Press (1993)

apes

humans

 Applications

 New physics?
The future of nuclear emulsion   



Medical physics

An example:

Carbon fragmentation studies 

for cancer hadron-therapy

An application of the emulsion technique

Nuclear emulsion detectors for studies of particles’ 

interactions related to medical physics:

 compact and precise

 vertex detection, particle identification and kinematics 

measurements integrated  in a single detector



The principle of cancer hadron-therapy

 X-rays (as other conventional radiation) 
deposit most of the energy before reaching the tumor
thus causing unwanted damage

 Hadrons (protons or Carbon ions) 
deposit most of the energy at the end of their range
thus hitting the tumor with minimal unwanted damage

Bragg 
peak

Relative dose



Protons or Carbon ions?

Carbon ions have higher 

anti-tumor effectiveness

than protons

Emulsion for the study of Carbon fragmentation

 optimization of the therapy for higher effectiveness

tail 

 tail beyond the tumor
in the dose deposition

but may fragment before 
reaching the tumor  



An Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC)
for the study of Carbon fragmentation

G. De Lellis et al., Nuclear Physics A 853 (2011) 124-134

 ECC: an active target consisting of  plates of passive material alternating with 
emulsion films (tracking and ionization)

 Lexan as passive material  simulate interactions in human tissues

 Emulsion films with 3 different sensitivities to ionization in each ECC “cell”
 identification of fragments’ charge over a wide range

The ECC: a sequence of cells

A very compact active target

A cell
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315 MeV/nucleon



Fragments’ charge identification
G. De Lellis et al., Journal of Instrumentation 2 (2007) P06004

On the abscissa: variables suitably defined as functions of the 3 sensitivities



Results

 Multiplicity of particles produced in Carbon interactions

 Distributions of fragments’ production angles

 Cross-sections for fragmentation with B, Be, Li or He as heaviest particle

 Cross-section for production of  8Be decaying in He + He (see figure)

To Monte Carlo simulations of Carbon interactions 
in the human body for the optimization of the therapy
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A 8Be event

G. De Lellis et al., Nuclear Physics A 853 (2011) 124-134



Muon radiography of volcanoes

 Cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere

Give us high energy muons

 Use them for “Muon Radiography”

 Nuclear emulsion is a good detector

An application of the emulsion technique



Muons: a gift from the Cosmos

G.B. Lusieri (1755-1821)

Cosmic ray interactions in the 

atmosphere provide a flux of  

very high energy muons

from pion decays

Muons are 

penetrating particles:

no strong interactions

mass ~ 200 x  electron mass

“Muon Radiography”



Muon radiography

First proposed to determine the thickness of snow layers on a mountain

E. P. Georg, Commonw. Eng., July 1955

Possible applications in various fields 

“See the invisible” 

by observing the muon absorption in matter

depending on its density

As we do with X-rays

but at much larger depths in matter
X-rays

X-ray 
detector



The first application of Muon Radiography

Search for hidden chambers in the Chephren’s Pyramid

L.W. Alvarez et al. Science 167 (1970) 832

Chephren

National Geographic Society

← the “hat” surviving spoliations



No hidden chamber in the pyramid

Spark chamber “muon telescope”

Data Simulation with hidden chamber

Data and simulation are corrected 

for pyramid structure and 

telescope acceptance

Telescope in Belzoni chamber
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How large and penetrating is the muon flux?

Plot from HTM Tanaka et al., EPS 62 (2010) 119
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Quasi-horizontal muons 

are more penetrating

Angles
from zenith

(rock density ~ 2.5 water density)
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An old question: what inside volcanoes?

Athanasius Kircher, Mt. Vesuvius (1638)

Hypothesis that volcanoes are connected to the center of the Earth



Muon radiography of volcanoes

Quasi-
horizontal 

muons

Muon telescope

 Reconstruct muon trajectories by a “muon telescope” 

 Measure the muon flux absorption as a function of the muon direction

 ……

 Draw a map (in projective geometry) of the average rock density

Limited to the upper part of the volcano

Can help computer models in predicting 
“how” an eruption could develop

Nothing on “when” it may happen



Pioneering radiographies in Japan since 2003

An “imaging” technique

Resolution (tens of meters) 

unattainable with conventional 

“indirect“ techniques
(gravimetric, seismic, …)

A  region of higher density 

(red) visible in the caldera

Below it, one sees (blue) a 

region with lower density

muon 

telescope

Asama volcano

H.T.M. Tanaka and coll.
EPS Lett.  263 (2007) 104





Stromboli, Unzen lava dome 

NUCLEAR EMULSION

Precise muon tracking

Resolution ~10 mrad (as scattering)

Minimal infrastructure

No electric power

Usable in difficult locations

Unusable in warm season

Area limited by scanning power

EPS Lett.  263 (2007) 104

Mt. Asama

H.T.M. Tanaka and coll.

Telescope area ~1 m2

PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS

Analysis in real-time

Long exposures possible

Resolution  ~ 70 mrad
NIM A507 (2003) 657

Experimental techniques
(complementary)





Stromboli, Unzen lava dome 



MU-RAY Project

Large areas (~10 m2)

Improved background rejection

Resolution ~ 10 mrad



Mt. Vesuvius (Stromboli)

Experimental techniques
(complementary)

NUCLEAR EMULSION

Precise muon tracking

Resolution ~10 mrad (as scattering)

Minimal infrastructure

No electric power

Usable in difficult locations

Unusable in warm season

Area limited by scanning power

EPS Lett.  263 (2007) 104

Mt. Asama

H.T.M. Tanaka and coll.

Telescope area ~1 m2

PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS

Analysis in real-time

Long exposures possible



Nuclear emulsion muon telescopes

 A 1 m2 telescope taking data at Unzen lava dome 

 A 1 m2 telescope at Stromboli next winter

4 emulsion films

1 iron plate

Very compact

Precise and redundant tracking
(1 micro-track / em. film)

Iron

5 mm
(not in 

scale)

emulsion film

0.3 mm
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45 mm

micro-tracks
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Longitudinal structure



Stromboli

 “Strombolian” activity
• essentially open conduit

• intermittent eruptions due to 
increase in gas pressure

• rare effusive activity

 Summit at 926 m a.s.l.

 Crater at ~ 750 m a.s.l.

 Large scientific interest

Sciara del fuoco



Expected at Stromboli

crater

1 km

telescope
(670 a.s.l) Rock thickness [m]
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[20 x 20 mrad2 bins]
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View from telescope location



A “Dark Matter telescope”?

A directional search

of Dark Matter WIMP interactions 

by directly observing the tiny 

nuclear recoils against the “WIMPs’ wind

New physics



Evidence for Dark Matter

 Rotational velocities of stars in galaxies

 Dynamics of galaxies in clusters

 Gravitational Lensing (baryonic DM)

 Anisotropy of Cosmic Microwave Background (below)



Non-baryonic Dark Matter (~83%)

Super-symmetric theories offer good candidates for

eekly nteracting assive articles

• “Hot” (relativistic),  e.g.  ν :   minor contribution

• “Cold” (non-relativistic):  

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP)



Hunting for WIMPS

Impressive efforts, three ways:

1. Artificial production of SUSY 
particles at colliders

2. Indirect searches through the 
observation of WIMP 
annihilations/decays by 
terrestrial or space-based 
detectors

3. Direct WIMP searches in 
underground laboratories:

signals from nuclear recoils  
(this talk)



Dark matter halo

The WIMPs’ wind on Earth

 Maxwell distribution of WIMPs’ velocities (gas)

 An apparent “wind” coming from the Sun

 A small (~2%) seasonal speed modulation

vv WIMP



34



Dark matter halo

Present techniques

From A.M. Szelc, DM experimental overview, arXiv:1010.3918v1

Required:

low threshold and

low background

Recoil direction 

seeable only with gas 

TPC, but detector 

mass is small

Combination of 

techniques to 

improve background 

rejection



DAMA/LIBRA

“signal”

Status of experimental search 

SUSY 

predictions

Upper limits:

WArP

CRESST

Edelweiss

ZEPLIN

Xenon 10

CDMS II

From A.M. Szelc, DM experimental overview, arXiv:1010.3918v1



DAMA/LIBRA: a seasonal modulation

Recoil energy measured by segmented crystal scintillator detector:

• DAMA [NaI]: 100 kg detector mass 

• DAMA/LIBRA [NaI(Tl)]: 250 kg operating since 2003

~8 s effect



Lines for research

Can one “directly see” the WIMPs’ direction?
 see the recoil  very strong background rejection 

 Gaseous detectors: low sensitivity (small detector mass)

 Nuclear emulsion?

EXPLORE TWO REGIONS

 SUSY:   large WIMP mass – low cross-section

 DAMA/LIBRA:   small WIMP mass – large cross-section              

seasonal modulation  → signal “related” to WIMPs’ 

direction



Heavy and light nuclei in emulsion

A %

I 126.9 0.8

Ag 107.9 28.5

Br 79.9 20.7

S 32.1 1.3

O 16.0 13.7

N 14.0 8.6

C 12.0 23.6

H 1.0 2.9

Ag + Br ≈ 50% of mass

Lighter nuclei

(longer range at same recoil energy)

↓

Sensitivity to low WIMP 

mass

Chemical 
composition of 

nuclear emulsion



How long is the 

recoil in emulsion?

Plots from T. Naka, Nagoya Univ.

WIMP velocity < 800 km/sec

Take e.g. MWIMP ~  150 GeV/c2

Recoil energy < 500 keV
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Nano Imaging Tracker (NIT) emulsion
R&D by Nagoya University and Fuji

OPERA

AgBr “crystal” size ~200 nm

(too large for recoils)

2.3 crystals/μm

NIT

AgBr “crystal” size ~ 40 nm

11 crystals/μm

(emulsions not developed)



Ag(Br) recoil range < 200 (300) nm

↓

A 100 (200) nm range gives 

2 (3) aligned 40 nm “grains” from developed crystals
(special development to have small grains)

↓

recoils already visible
(see in the following)

R&D on NIT: 40  20 nm?

Can NIT emulsion see recoils ?



200 nm

600 nm

Kr3+ 1200 km/s (600 keV) Kr+ 680 km/s (200 keV) 

Recoil visibility test by low velocity Kr
(to simulate recoil)

Images by Scanning Electron Microscope

Kr beam

NIT

microscope



To do on emulsion

Now

• Small scale production facility operating in Nagoya

• “Fog” density and sensitivity better than NIT by Fuji 

↓

 Smaller grains?

 New emulsion?

• Poly-vinyl alcohol instead of gelatin 
(less sensitive to temperature) 

• AgCl instead of AgBr (sensitivity to low WIMP mass)

 Large scale production
→ in the underground laboratory (e.g. LNGS)



Small scale facility for emulsion production 
and R&D at Nagoya

 Set-up and operated in collaboration with former Fuji engineers

 Production rate ~ 1 liter gel (~ 1 m^2 film) / day



Readout of sub-micron tracks

 Recoil pre-selection:

automated “dark  field” optical microscopes

 Recoil confirmation: X-ray microscopy

Limit for optical resolution  0.61 x (λ/NA) ~ 200nm

↓



Recoil pre-selection by optical microscopes

R
ec

o
il

Developed emulsion without plastic base

Isotropic 
expansion

1. Expansion of emulsion trough swelling gelatin by pH 
control + poly-acryl amid

2. After expansion, recoils can be seen by optical 
microscopes as “elliptical grains”



Test of recoil optical pre-selection 

Elliptical fitting

3μm

Kr ion 
exposure

M. Kimura (Toho) and T. Naka (Nagoya)
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Minor axis

signal
Total separation 

for long recoils



SPring-8 BL47XU in Japan

X-ray microscopy for recoil confirmation

8 keV 

X-ray

Focal depth 

70 μm

Effective 

resolution 

100 nm 

X-ray

Optical
microscope

monitor

Emulsion film



From optical image to X-ray image

X-ray microscopy suitable for recoil confirmation 

Tuning required for 100 nm recoils

X-ray  imageOptical image

5 grains track 

200nm
Range = 380 nm 

↓

After expansion 

750 nm

2 grains track 

Range = 130 nm 
↓

After expansion 

260 nm

From T. Naka, Nagoya Univ.



R&D on readout techniques

1. Emulsion expansion

2. Optical microscopes

 faster automated systems for full area scanning

 automated image processing for recoil pre-selection

3. X-ray microscopy



Neutrons

Recoil 

WIMP

Target nucleus

 As background source, strongly reduced in a directional search

(g : no recoil, no background)

 A tool for studies of WIMP detection using emulsion

→ plan tests at a neutron facility

Neutron



A future experiment?

 Challenging and fascinating

 R&D and further studies required to assess 

feasibility and estimate performance

 Design a detector



Concluding remarks

 Important discoveries thanks to their unique resolution and 

capabilities to  observe decays of short lived particles

 Applications to other fields: medical physics, volcanology, 

….

 A challenge for new physics to be further investigated: 

direct observation of nuclear recoils against  DM WIMPs

A new life to an old technique?


